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THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOME LESSER KNOWN
THALASSOCHOROUSPLANT SPECIES ALONG

THE BELGIAN COAST, COMPARED WITH THEIR
DISTRIBUTION IN WESTERN EUROPE

by

G. RAPPE

ABsTRACT.- In 1982 a survey of the less common beach plants was carried out
along the complete Belgian coast. Four species were recorded: Glaucium./lavum,

Atriplex laciniata. Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima and Crambe maritima. Their
distribution. phenology and status are discussed. in the light of the situation in
neighbouring countries. The rather explosive spread in 1982 is believed to be
related to the numerous operations in the framework of coastal defence (planting
of brushwood. raising of the beach) and the probable large amount of seeds cast-
up in 1981. due to a strong northerly current in the English Channel.

INTRODUCTION

Rijksuniversitair Centrum Antwerpen
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Beach and time-mark vegetations have been the subject of many studies
in NW-Europe, e.g. in Great-Britain (OLIVER,1912; ScOTI, 1963a), in
France (VANDENBERGHEN,1958 ; GEHU, 1960; GEHU& GEHU, 1969), the
Netherlands (BEEFTlNK,1965; WESTHOFF,1947), Norway (NORDHAGEN,
1940), W-Europe (VANDENBERGHEN,1964). In Belgium little or nothing
has been done on the topic, except very locally (HOQUETIE,1927 ; LAM-
BINOH,1956). This may have something to do with the fact that the sandy,
very exposed Belgian coast is by nature not very suitable for the develop-
ment of drifline vegetations. Winds and waves have free play. Moreover,
most seaside resorts clean their beach by summer, i.e. remove the drift-
line.

When in late summer we found some plants of Crambe maritima, a
species that was only recently discovered in Belgium, we became curious.
As recent literature (DE LANGHEet af., 1983; VAN ROMPAEY& DELvo-
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SALLE, 1978, 1979) gives only vague information on the species concerned
we became interested in making an inventory of the lesser known beach
species. To emphasize the fact that their main dispersal takes place by
means of the sea currents, we prefer to use the term "thalassochorous" in
stead of "hydrochorous". Man is a terrestrial species and much more
involved with the fresh water habitat. Moreover, the total length of
seacoast suitable for the development of phanerogamic (and pteridophytic)
vegetation is merely a fraction of the total length of suitable 'fresh water
coast' (banks of rivers, canals, lakes, open water, ..J Hence the number of
species and diversity of vegetations along the latter is much higher and
clearcut from the marine environment. For these reasons we propose to
restrict the term "hydrochorous" to the fresh water environment.

In particular we looked out for the following species: Glauciul11.flavul11
CRANTZ,Beta vulgaris L. subsp. maritima (L.) ARCANG.,Atriplex lacilliata
L., A triplex glabriuscula EDMoNDsT.,POlygOIlUI11oxysperl11ul/1 MEYER&
BUNGEEX LEDEB.subsp. raii (BAB.) D. A. WEBB & CHATER,Polygollum
maritimum L., Crambe maritima L., Lathyrus japonicus WILLD. subsp.
maritimus (L.) P. W. BALL and Crithmum maritimum L. The more
common species (e.g. Honkenya peplofdes (L.) EHRH., Salsola kali L.,
Atriplex hastata L., Cakile maritima ScoP., ...) were noted too, but they
are not treated in this paper. Information on these species in recent
literature is considered satisfactory. As we decided only late in the season
to carry out the present study, the main goal was to try to complete a
survey in one season along the total length of the Belgian coast, in order to
get a better insight into the distribution pattern of the species. Thanks to
the mild weather in autumn 1982 we succeeded.

METHoDs

are hard to find on a uniformly sandy beach), squares that only tip the
coast, i.e. with a beach length of less than 100 m, were equally divided
between neighbouring squares. On the other hand squares located in a
harbour or an estuary can have a considerably longer coastline, e.g. CI.
41. 12 has 3000 m. (For an explanation of the code of numbering we refer
to the introductary chapter in the Atlas (VAN ROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,
1972).)

The species that were encountered during the survey are discussed in
detail. For each species two maps are given (figs 1-4), representing the
former distribution (A) and the present results (B), the latter eventually
with a few additions from recent years (from 1979 onwards). The data
given in the figures A were extracted from the herbaria BR, GENT, LG
and NAM, from the basic species lists of the Atlas, kept in the archives of
the I.F.B.L. (Meise) and from the literature. Exact localisation of these
ancient citations or collected specimens often proved to be difficult.
Rather than denoting all possible squares in each case, which would
overload both text and map or even give a false impression of the
distribution, we choose for a small scale approach. In such cases the most
probable I km2-square is indicated, according to our personal opinion.
The data on the former distribution (A) are divided into three periods:
before 1930, from 1930 up to and including 1949, from 1950 up to but
excluding the most recent years 0979-1982). In this way the data can be
compared with respectively the British and Belgian Atlas (PERRING&
WALTERS, 1962 ; VAN ROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,1972, 1979) and the Dutch
Atlas (MENNEMAet al., 1980and in preparation).

The speciesAtriplex glabriuscula, Polygonum oxyspermum subsp. raii,
Polygonum maritimum, Lathryrus japonicus subsp. maritimus and
Crithmum maritimum are extremely rare in Belgium or have never been
observed yet. Their status is briefly mentioned.

The field work was carried out between the Ist of September and the
10th of November 1982. Presence, number of specimens, and some
phenological data, were noted per 1 km2-square. These are the same
squares used as field units for compiling the "Atlas van de Belgische en
Luxemburgse Flora" (VANROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,1972). The results are
represented in the Atlas in so called hour-squares (4 x 4 km2) however. As
this grid is orientated in a north-south direction it meets the coast under an
angle. This affects the total length of the beach in each square. Taking into
consideration the direction of the coastline, the length of the beach section
in a I km2-square can theoretically vary between 0 and 1350 m. Due to
the difficulty of tracing the square boundaries in the field (good landmarks

REsULTS

Glaucium flavum CRANTZ

According to DE LANGHEet al. 0973, 1983) the species is rare to very
rare and inconstant along the French and Belgian North Sea coast. No
map is given in the Atlas (VANROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,1972, 1979). The
latter authors do mention it in the text volume of the Atlas as being found
now and then along the coast, (B2.34 and CO.48) but as not being able to
hold its locations (Van Rompaey & Delvosalle. 1978).
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A. Former distribution. B. 1982 survey. with two additions (see text).
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The oldest dated location is "La Panne, 8 juillet 1853" (CO.56.32),
collected by Coemans and present in the herbaria BR and GENT. It had
very probably been found before according to an undated specimen in the
herbarium DUMORTIER(BID: "in maritimis intra Nieuport et Ostenda".
The large open circle on fig. IA, arbitrarily located halfway between these
sites (Cl.23.3), refers to that case. Since then it has been found several
times during the previous century. DE WILDEMAN& DURAND(1899) were
already able to enumerate five sites, who might however bear only upon
three localities. MASSART(1913) wrote about Glalicilll71 .f!aVlIl71 that it
"semble avoir completement disparu de ses habitations sur Ie littoral", but
he neglected a find in 1911 (MAGNEL,1914). Then it was not seen for a
very long period, until 1950 and 1953 (squares mentioned by VAN

ROMPAEY& DELVOSAI.I.E,1978). Again it disappeared, until very recently.
In the summer 1979 a flowering plant was found in a temporary sea

inlet, caused by winter storms, in the dunes near the Zwin nature reserve
(comm. G. W. Jansen, Terneuzen). It was absent the year after at that site
(82.34.14). In the autumn of the same year a rosette was found at
Raversijde (Cl.23.32) in a somewhat sheltered corner of the strongly
ruderalised dune. bordering a road and the adjacent sea promenade. It
flowered the following season (RApPE, 1981) and disappeared since then.
In 1982 we found the species in 5 Ikm2-squares, distributed over 3 hour-
squares. A total of II plants were noted. all but one rosettes. This makes it
the rarest species encountered in the survey. In B2.34.13 a plant with
mature capsules was present. As Glalicilll11.f!aVlIl11only flowers in the
second season, and has no vegetative reproduction, the species must have
been present in the previous season(s) too. The fact that 9 out of 10
rosettes, and 4 out of 5 Ikm2-squares, are situated in the same locality
(Knokke) points in the same direction. Unfortunately we do not dispose of
any observations from 1980 or 1981. It was found flowering in 1981 just
across the border, in a storm iI1let at Bray-Dunes, (CO.55.44). France,
where it could not be found in 1982. Summarising we can state that. after
a period of 65 years in which it was found twice, Glalicilll11.f!aVlIf11has
been present during the past five seasons, from 1979 on. along the Belgian
coast.

The species is known inland as a garden escape and as an adventive,
especially along the gravel shores of the river Vesdre, in the vicinity of
which an important wool (import) industry was established. There is
however one find (in BR) in which the possible indigenous character
cannot be totally ruled out: "Sables de I'Escaut Calloo, 22 juillet 1904"
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(C4.14), collected flowering by J. Hennen. The species is known to extend
along rivers in Spain, Portugal and France (Scott, 1963b).

Glauciumflavum occurs on the shores of the Mediterranean, extending
to the Black Sea and along the Atlantic continental shore up to the Dutch
Wadden Sea. It is well distributed around the British Isles south of the
Forth-Clyde line and has a northef!1most outpost in the Skagerak-Kattegat
area. It has been observed before 1945 on the German islands Borkum
and Helgoland and the Danish island Fan0 (RAABEet al., 1982, PRINSet
al., 1983).

The Belgian coast fits well in the above described range. The species
must undoubtedly be considered as indigenous there.

The reappearance on the Belgian coast can be compared with the strong
recent expansion in the Netherlands: known in 1973 from 9 hour-squares
since 1950, it climbedto 17 in 1979 and 20 in 1981 (QuENE-BoTEREN-
BROOD& MENNEMA, 1973 ; MENNEMA& HOl.VERDA, 1980 ; MENNEMAet al.,

1983).

Beta vulgaris L. subsp. maritima (L.) ARCANG

DE LANGHEet al. (\ 983) call Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima rather rare
along the coast. The distribution map in the Atlas (Van Rompaey &
Delvosalle, 1979) shows it to occur in 9 hour-squares, one of which is
somewhat inland, in the polder area. This gives a flattering picture of the
status of the species along the Belgian coast, as a closer look at the basic
data, and a search in the literature revealed. CREPIN(\ 883) knew it from
Ostend and Nieuport. He considered it very rare, and wondered whether
it is really native. DE WILDEMAN& DURAND(I899) added one more
locality. In fact the latter site and the many others mentioned since, were
all isolated, temporary and most often unique finds according to the
available data: 1884 (Blankenberge and Duinbergen), 1921 (Bredene),
1931 (between Ostend and Bredene), 1934 (Wenduine), c. 1935 (De
Panne), 1946 (Knokke), 1948 (Heist), 1949 (Blankenberge and Zeebrugge),

1950 (De Haan), 1952 (Lombardsijde), 1954 (Zeebrugge and the Zwin).
The numerous finds in the forties and the fifties reflect the intensive field
work by LF.B.-members with the intention of preparing the Atlas. Beta
vulgaris subsp. maritima might have hold for a few years in the harbour
of Zeebrugge (\ 949-1954). It has also been found on several occasions in
the Dutch part of the Zwin salt marsh (B2.34.21 & 23) but only very
rarely in the much larger Belgian part. Apart from these, there are only
two steady populations on the Belgian coast, still existing today: the Yser
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estuary at Nieuport and the harbour of Ostend (where it is only found on
the seaward side nowadays). The former site is known since 1875
(GENT). At the latter it might have disappeared and been reestablished

several times (or temporarily overlooked) ; it was collected for the first
time around 1830 (LG), again in 1859 (BR, GENT) and not again until
1884 (LG). Since then data are regularly distributed in time.

In the present survey we found Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima in
30 I km2-squares, distributed over 15 hour-squares. Though it is the most
numerous of the recorded species it is still far from common. There are
only three well-established populations: the two classical sites and a third
one in between, which we already discovered in 1979, together with the
Glaucium specimen, along the road on the sea promenade between
Raversijde and Middelkerke. These were the only places where numerous
flowering/ fruit bearing individuals were seen. accompanied by many
more rosettes. Elsewhere flowering was so scarce that the individuals
could be depicted on the map (fig. 2B). There are firm populations,
consisting of rosettes only, at De Panne (west coast), with 59 specimens in
3 Ikm2-squares, and at Knokke (east coast), with 104 specimens in
6 I km2-squares.

Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima is a mediterranean-atlantic species that
reaches its northern limit along the coasts of the British Isles and in the
Netherlands. In this country it is almost entirely restricted to the Delta
area and the Wadden Sea. More to the north there are recent finds at
Helgoland (RAABEet al., 1982) and Fan0 (PRINSet al., 1983). It has an
isolated range in the Great Belt area (Denmark) and the Swedish west
coast, where it is thought to be naturalised (HANSEN& PEDERSEN,1968).

In the Netherlands it shows a marked spreading during the last three
decades. from 27 hour-squares before 1950 to 45 hourcsquares since then
(MENNEMAet al., 1983). This may be partly due to intensified field work.
The increase is most pronounced in the West-Friesian Isles, suggesting a
northward expansion (see above).

Atriplex laciniata L.

Atriplex laciniata is considered very rare along the coast by DE LANGHE
et al. (1983). VANROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE(1979) know it from five hour-
squares. As a therophyte this species is more susceptible to fluctuations in
occurrence than the other species treated. Its habitat is also the most
vulnerableof all : naked sandy beaches,on the tide mark and even in
front of it. It is a pioneer together with species like Cakile maritima and
Salsola kali.

FIG. 3. - A/rip/ex /acinia/a L.

A. Former distribution. B. 1982 survey. with one addition (see text>.
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It has been found all along the coast during the last century but only
rarely on more than one place in the same season. This happened to be the
case in 1868, 1912 and 1928, when it was found in two localities, and in
1954 and 1955, when it was found in three. It seems to have been a rather
constant species in the Yser estuary (Cl. 4J), where it has been noted very
regularly between 1879 and 1954. It also might have appeared often at
Oostduinkerke (CO.48), one of the very rare beaches on the Belgian coast
where there is a more or less constant accretion of sand. Atriplex laciniata
can stand a moderate sand covering. It was found there in 1920 and
relatively abundantly in 1928. At Knokke (B2.33) it was found several
times in the thirties (J 931, 1933, 1934). In the other localities Atriplex
laciniata probably 'came and went away'.

In the 1982 survey Atriplex laciniata was found in 7 Ikm2-squares,
distributed over 5 hour-squares. A single find at De Panne (CO.56.32) in
1980 (D'HoNDT, 198 J) is also mapped (fig. 3B). The only 'strong' site was
Knokke where 19 of the 22 discovered individuals were located. As the
survey was carried out late in the season, some specimens of this annual
might already have completed their life cycle and disappeared by the time
we passed at the site. It is possible that the described distribution picture is
an underestimation. Moreover, the Belgian beaches are really crowded
with people during the summer months. The zone preferred by humans
happens to cOIncide with the habitat of Atriplex laciniata. The number of
plants smashed, trampled or simply torn or dug out is unknown to us.
Nevertheless the observed distribution is the largest ever recorded in one
season. Whether this really reflects an increase remains largely a matter of
conjecture. At least at Knokke the species has benefitted from certain
conditions (see discussion).

Atriplex laciniata occurs along the Atlantic coast from the Pyrenees to
Norway and the Shetlands. It enters the Baltic up to about 15°£. It also
has an outpost along the Spanish Mediterranean coast (lALAS & SUOMINEN,

1980). In contrast to the expansion in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Scotland (HANSEN& PEDERSEN,1968), the species has severely decreased in
number in Schleswig-Holstein (RAABEet al., 1982) and to a lesser extent
also in the Netherlands (MENNEMAet al., 1983).

Crambe maritima L.

According to DE LANGHEet al. (J 973) the species did not exist in
Belgium, but occurs rarely in N-France and in the SW-Netherlands,
where it is expanding. In 1974 we discovered a specimen on a jetty in the
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harbour of Ostend (CI.14.44) (RApPE& GoETGHEBEUR,1975), the only find
that was included in later editions of the Belgian Flora (DE UNGHE et al.,
1978, 1983). In the winter of 1976-77 part of an inflorescence with some
fruits was found in the drift line along the slope of a military dock at
Nieuport (GoETGHEBEUR& RApPE, 1977). As the site is inaccessible to the
public no information on the species growing on the spot had reached us
since. No map is given in the Atlas (VAN ROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,1972.
1979). In the text volume (VAN ROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE,1978) however
the two above recorded sites are mentioned, together with the
communication that it would have been seen formerly at Zeebrugge
(B2.4 1). No other trace of the latter could be found, neither in the
literature, nor in the herbaria, and not even in the manuscript of the text
volume On the archives of the I.F.B.LJ. As the first author died some
years ago and the second author was unable to solve the problem. it must
preliminarily remain undated. We tend to accept it however. Perhaps it
refers to DE WILDEMAN& DURAND(J 899), who included it under "especes
mal determinees ou dues a des indications fautives". We speculate
however that it might have been a separate find, considered as an
adventive at the time and therefore never published. Still some people do
consider finds of the species treated in this paper as adventive occurrences
(STIEPERAERE& FRANSEN.1982). Rather by cOIncidence some other data
concerning previous records came to our knowledge during the survey. In
1962 the species was found at De Panne (CO.56.32) (DE RiDDER,1963).
The presumed cast-up inflorescence at Nieuport (C1.41.l2) proved to be
from a local individual. Crambe maritima was known to some local
naturalists to occur there since at least 1973, when three specimens were
found. In 1977 14 plants were present, some flowering (comm. M.
Verbouw, Oostduinkerke). In 1974 a seedling was found growing in the
drift line at De Panne, but only recognized later (comm. P. Goetghebeur.
Gent). Probably Crambe maritima has germinated on several occasions in
the past, but only very rarely succeeded in reaching a full-grown state.
The 1974 specimenat Ostend has managedto flower some seasonsbut
has disappeared since.

In 1981 two well-developedplantsand a smallerone were observedat
De Panne. These had multiplied, by means of horizontal rhizomes, to
thirteen rosettes by 1982. During the survey that same year Crambe
maritima was found in 16 lkm2-squares, distributed over II hour-
squares. It was also noted in two adjacent squares on French territory. In
most cases it only concerned a single specimen, but in a winter drift line
covered with sand, a total of no less then 56 small rosettes 0-6 leaves)
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were noted over a distance of about 50 m, together with Salsola kali, at
Knokke (B2.34.24). Apart from that, the latter site harboured 74% of the
Belgian 'population', videlicet 103 of the 139 specimens encountered,
within 4 squares. To our knowledge no flowering took place in 1982.

Crambe maritima occurs along the coasts of the British Isles, on the
continent from Brittany (France). with a few scattered localities more to
the south (N-Spain), to the Dutch Wadden Sea and along the Skagerak-
Kattegat and Baltic coasts. It has been observed before 1945 on the East-
Friesian Isle of Norderney (PRINSet al., 1983). A separate race, pontica
(STEVEN)ScHULZ, occurs on the coasts of the Black Sea and the Sea of
Azov. In contrast to the apparent decline in Ireland and England (ScOTT&
RANDALL,1976), the species has made an explosive expansion in Belgium
and especially in the Netherlands. Apart from a single find in 1935, it
established itself in the latter country in 1959. By 1973 it was known from
18 hour-squares and by 1982 this figure had raised to 40 (QUENE-
BcmRENBRooD& MENNEMA,1973; MENNEMAet al., 1983)!

The following species that could have been expected to a varymg
extent, have not been found during the 1982 survey.

Atriplex glabriuscula EDMoNDsT

This is a species with a northwestern distribution in Europe, from 48°N
(Brittany) to about 700N (N-Norway, Moermansk), including the British
Isles, Faeroer and Iceland. It enters the Baltic up to 60oN. It has an
amphiatlantic distribution.

Although found on several occasions in N-France and the SW-
Netherlands, A triplex glabriuscula has never been observed with certainty
along the Belgian coast (DELANGHEet al., 1979).A specimenidentifiedas
such is present in the herbarium 1£. It indeed looks like it, as far as the
leaf shape is concerned. Care should be taken though, as the specimen
lacks mature fruits. It was collected in August 1937 at De Panne (CO. 56)
by Matagne (*).

FIG. 4. - Crambe maritima L.

A. Former distribution. B. 1982 survey.

Polygonum oxyspermum MEYER & BUNGE EX LEDEB. subsp. raii (BabJ D.

A. WEBB & CHATER

The taxonomic status of this species is not clearcut. The present taxon is
distributed locally in NW-France, the British Isles (especially the south

(*j On September 26. 1984 two specimens of A/rip/ex g/abrillscll/a bearing mature fruits were

found at De Panne (CO.56.31) by C. Westra and M. Leten. (Note added in prooO.
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G,J B. v. A. L.

< 1930 5-6 (5-7) 5 (
8-1D 1000-15)

1930-1949 902-15) 4 (4-5)
1950-1978 2(2) 600-12) 6 (6-7)
1979-1982 4 (6) 15 (0) 5 (8)

and west coast) and from the German Bight to Kola Peninsula. According

to RAABE et al. (1982) it also enters the Baltic. It seems to be declining
everywhere in W -Europe (FITTER, 1978 ; JALAS& SUOMINEN, 1979 ; RAABE

et al., 1982).
The species has been found in Belgium once, vig. at Raversijde

(BI.23.32 or 41), between the cinders along the tramway on the sea
promenade. It was collected there on I October 1956 by L. Pauwels.
Preserved material is kept in BR and LG. This find was considered as
native by DE LANGHE et al. (/973,1983).

found in Belgium. It should be looked for on stone-covered dikes and
dunes, and is in fact only to be expected in harbour areas.

DISCUSSION

Lathyrus japonicus WILLD. subsp. maritimus (L.) P. W. BALL

This species occurs on the south and southeast coast of England, with
outposts in Scotland and the Shetlands and a former one in N-Spain. It has
disappeared from the French coast of the English Channel. On the
continent its present range extends from the German Bight to the Kola
Peninsule, and includes all Baltic coasts (BRIGHTMORE& WHITE, 1963 ;
PRINS et al., 1983). Very recently, in 1973, the species settled in the
Netherlands (ScHENDELAAR,1976), where it even shows a slight increase
now (Mennema, 1980).

It has been found once in Belgium, in 1920 at Blankenberge (Bl. 48) by
V. Lambert (specimen kept in herbarium BR). DE UNGHE et al. (1983)
treat the species as an adventive, though its British range is closer to the
Belgian coast than that of Polygonum oxyspermum subsp. raii.

The species met in the 1982 survey were all known as rare. This is
mostly due to the rareness of suitable habitats and only to a small part to
e.g. the distance from its main range. It has clearly been shown that the
Belgian coast fits in with the main distribution pattern in Europe. So the
species are to be considered as full members of the Belgian flora. There is
no reason to doubt their native status. Hence we wonder why Glaucium
flavum is not mapped in the Atlas (VANROMPAEY& DELVOSALLE, 1979). In
the case of Crambe maritima its recent settling might be an appropriate
explanation. The same criticism holds for the absence of Glaucium and
Crambe in the 'Standardlist of Belgian vascular plants', compiled recently
by STIEPERAERE& fRANSEN(/982). A sound reason for omitting species
like the ones mentioned in this paper might be found in their ephemeral
behaviour. In this way however all but may be one locality of Atriplex
laciniata and all but two of Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima should have
been omitted too. We do admit that there are some difficulties in
describing the status of an ephemeric species properly, i.e. apart from the
statement that it is such a species. In this respect table 1 and table 2 should
be compared with one another. Table I summarizes the status in four
periods, as retained in the figs 1-4.Table 2 gives the maximum number of
localities (squares) observed in the same season. A good measure for
rareness could be found in this 'one season' approach, retaining the

Polygonum maritimum L.

Polygonul11 maritimum is a species present on all Mediterranean shores
and along the Black Sea coast. It extends northward to Brittany,
Normandy and the extreme southwest of England and occurs in one
locality in Ireland. It has been found once in the southwest of the
Netherlands, the 'Delta' area, under natural circumstances (BEEFTINK,
1964).

It has never been found in Belgium.

Table I

Comparison of the number of hour-squares
(J6 km2) and 1 km2-squares (between brackets)

in which Glaucium flavum, Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima,
Atriplex laciniata and Crambe maritima were observed

along the Belgian coast within limited periods.

Crith mum maritimum L.

A southern species that reaches its northern limit in the Netherlands
and on the British Isles, especially along the south and west coast. It
usually grows on cliffs. Though it has been found on several occasions in
N-France, very near the Belgian border, and it still exists within 10 km
from the eastern border, in the Netherlands (RApPE, 1978), it was never

C.m.

3-40-4)
11 (16)
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G.[ A.I. C. m. B. v.

2 sq. 1855? (-) (-) (-)

1979
3 sq. 1982 1954 1974 (-)

1955
4 sq. 1884

5 sq. 1982 1949?

II sq. 1982
15 sq. 1982

Table 2 term for an annual like A triplex lacit/iata but it was practically always
found single. As its habitat is the most vulnerable of all, it is hard to reach
any conclusions on the subject here.

We already noteq that the Belgian coast is too exposed to allow lasting
settlement of these species. Judging from the results of the survey one
could doubt that point. It is true though. Moreover, the sea level is rising

,along the southeastern coast of the North Sea. This feature and the fairly
high frequency of storms during the last 15 years are responsible for a
heavy erosion of the beach and foremost dunes. Various measures have
been taken to prevent the erosion or to keep it as limited as possible:
lengthening existing break-waters and construction of new ones, the use
of huge 'sand-sausages' in the intertidal, parallel to the coast, raising the
beach level or simply carrying up sand, quarried elsewhere on the beach,
to the foot of the dunes. In the latter two measures, the new surfaces are
planted with various types of wooden, plastic or synthetic tissue mats,
~ows of brush-wood, eventually combined with planting of marram grass.
These measures were used over the last few years on a larger scale than
ever before. Especially the rows of brushwood at the foot of the dunes,
have become an integrated part of the beach landscape over several tens of
kilometers now, and form areal network locally. Between the bundles
and rows stability of the substratum seems to have increased to a level that
allows settlement of Beta. Crambe and Glaucium. The planted brushwood
is slowly decaying in the sand, raising its organic matter content. As most
driftline species are nitrophilous to some extent, this is also a factor in
favour. At Knokke, where, except for the well-established populations of
Beta, all species had the biggest density and could often be observed
together, the situation is somewhat different. In 1978 the beach was raised
here with sand from the North Sea, creating a platform of 20 to 40 m
broad in front of the stonecovered foot of the dunes. The sand used was
coarser than the original substratum and much more silty (the original
sand was not silty at all in fact). Scott (I963a) drew attention to the
importance of a fine matter on the shingle beaches in Great Britain. This
does not apply for a fine sediment coast like the Belgian coast but it may
however playa role in this particular case of raising with a coarser
material. The beach morphology too shows some resemblance to a
shingle beach. There is a relatively steep slope along which the usual
(summer) drift line is to be seen. At the landward side of the ridge a very

slow slope leads to the winter and storms drift line, leavin a broad zone of
undisturbed beach during the growth season. As the substratum is coarser
it is more stable too. Here a vegetation of scattered plants of Elymus

The maximum distribution (number of hour-squares)
of Glaucium flavum, Atriplex laciniata, Crambe maritima

and Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima observed in one season.
( - ) : low values not filled in: - : intermediate values not observed

maximum value as a reference for purposes such as the standard list. By
coincidence this changes nothing to the classes in which A triplex lacit/iata
was catalogued in that list. We suggest to change the values for Beta
vulgaris subsp. maritima and put it in class 4. both for northern Belgium
and the complete territory. Furthermore we suggest to insert Glaucium
flavwn and Crambe maritima in the ecological group 3a: beaches, sea
dunes and sandy tide marks. For Crambe the class values would then
become 4 and 4, for respectively the northern part and the whole
country; for Glaucium these would be 2 and 2 respectively.

Table 2 clearly shows that, for the four species alike, I982 'Was a record
year. What made that year so favourable? First of all it was the first
survey covering the whole coast the same season. This however can only
partly explain the observed differences. In the case of Beta vulgaris subsp.

maritima and Crambe maritima the cumulated data of the previous three
periods, covering more than a century (fig. 2A and 4A), show a lower
number of squares than the survey of one season alone!

- An increased local production of seed as a factor in the spreading along
the Belgian coast looks highly improbable to us. Although Beta vulgaris
subsp. maritima and Crambe maritima have flowered and set fruit several
times in their habitats at Nieuport and Ostend this never led to any
propagation. Glaucizim flavum flowered and disappeared at Raversijde.

The same holds for the find at Knokke in 1979, which we believe has
nothing to do with the present population. Maybe this is valid on a short
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fare/us. Salsola kali. Cakile maritima and sometimes Honkenya peploides.
A/riplex lacinia/a and Be/a vulgaris subsp. maritima develops. In the
winter drift line Crambe maritima germinates. Development of these
vegetations however is far from ideal, due to the heavy trampling by
tourists during the summer months. The more remote parts of the beach,
in the direction of the Zwin nature reserve are heavily planted with long
bundles of brushwood. In this zone the beach vegetation becomes infested
with many nitrophytes, adventives and species of disturbed soils such as
Urtica dioiea. Sonehus oleraceus. Cirsium arvense, Cirsium vulgare,
Chenopodium rubrum, Rumex conglomeralUs, Senecio vulgaris, Senecio
viscosus, Plan/ago coronopus, Diplo/axis /enuijolia, Lycopsis arvensis, ...
Ironically we can conclude that the species we are concerned with here
have benefitted considerably from the erosion of the Belgian coast.

We want to put forward a second factor of probable (but unknown)
importance, largely based on zoological evidence. Recently some southern
marine organisms have shown a trend of spreading northward (e.g.
CoPPEJANSe/ al., 1980; BLACKER, 1981; ADEMA & RApPE, 1981;
PRUD'HOMMEVANREINE& NIENHUIS,1982). This was particularly obvious
in the second half of 1981, when we believe a strong oceanic current
came through the English Channel and entered the Southern North Sea
(see also TURK, 1982). It brought along with it the second specimen for the

North Sea of the dolphin S/enella coeruleoalba (VANGoMPEL, 1982), the
first tropical drift seed washed ashore on the Belgian coast (RApPE &
KERCKHOF,1982) and numerous stalked barnacles (RApPE & KERCKHOF,
1983). We think it to be very well possible that it also carried a larger seed
pool than usual of beach plants. The species treated in this paper all
happen to be common on both the French and the English coast of the
English Channel. For this reason we do no longer believe that the
appearance of Crambe maritima on the Belgian coast was due to the
expansion in the Netherlands, as we exposed previously (RApPE &
GoETGHEBEUR,1975), but originated independently, from the south, There
happened to be an invasion of stalked barnacles in the summer of 1971.
Was this a cOIncidence? Observe in this respect also the recent spread of
Glaucium flavum in the Netherlands.

Finally we can question what the future behaviour of these beach
plants along the Belgian coast will be. Conditions in the long run stay
adverse. The true nature of the coast has not, and probably will not
change: it still consists of unstable fine sediments very susceptible to
erosion. At short notice everything will depend on the maintenance of the
hedgerows of brushwood, which are easily damaged during winter
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storms. At present Knokke may be the exception to the rule as it has a
favourable beach morphology temporarily.

Atriplex lacinia/a has always been and will probably always be an
irregular appearance on the beach. Although Glaucium flavum is known
to be a hemicryptophyte, being able to survive by forming new rosettes,
we have 'the impression that it behaves like a biennial along the Belgian
coast. So its presence depends on its own seed production or on renewed
colonisation from the south. Be/a vulgaris subsp. maritima and Crambe
maritima are long-lived perennials. They will probably be able to survive
for some time, if erosion stays within certain limits. They are not as
vulnerable as the previous two, because they also occur on some less
exposed spots. However, to ensure the presence of Crambe maritima,
propagation from local mature plants will probably prove necessary.
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NOUVEAUX THECAMOEBIENS AQUATIQUES
DU DOMAINE DES EPIOUX

(ARDENNE, BELGIQUE)

par

D. CHARDEZ et Ch. GASPAR

I. INTRODUCTION
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Laboratorium voor Morfologie, Systematiek

en Ecologie der Planten
(Oir. Prof. Dr. P. Van der Veken)

K. L. Ledeganckstraat 35.
B-9000 Gent.

Au cours d'une premiere etude sur les Thecamoebiens aquatiques du
domaine des Epioux en Ardenne (CHARDEZet GASPAR1976, 1982), nous
avions denombre 107 especes.

Le domaine, localise dans la Province de Luxembourg, a une superficie
forestiere de 1600 hectares, il comporte quatre grands etangs et plusieurs
points d'eau. L'etang des Sarrazines, objet de cetle etude, est situe au nord
du domaine ; il est alimente par Ie ruisseau des Epioux. Une partie de ses
berges est constituee par une large plage de Sphaignes immergees.

Une etude approfondie des differentes niches ecologiques de ce grand
etang nous a perrnis de reviser quelques especes et d'en determiner
d'autres.

2. NOTE SYSTEMATIQUE

Dans une recente revision des Pontigulasia, OGDEN(I 983), en se basant
sur les differentes structures internes, divise ce genre en deux, creant Ie
genre Zivkovicia. Le crirere genetique caracterisant les especes du genre
Pontigulasia est la presence au niveau de la base du col d'un sysreme de
brides en formes de pont, tandis que les especes du genre Zivkovicia
possedent a ce niveau un veritable epiphragme, perce de une ou plusieurs
ouvertures de formes variees.

Suite a cetle revision, nous avons revu les especes de ce groupe
presentes dans l'etang des Sarrazines.
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